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ABSTRACT
Background: The role of immune profiling and tumor budding in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
remains largely unknown. This study evaluated the association between tumor budding and lympho-
cytic infiltration in HCC. Meanwhile, HCC patients were stratified based on tumor budding grade and
immune score.
Patients and methods: A total of 423 HCC patients were divided into training (n = 212) and validation
(n = 211) cohort. Tumor slides from resected HCC samples were used for tumor budding assessment.
A prognosis-relevant immune score was developed based on five types of immune cells out of eleven
immune markers. A classification based on tumor budding grade and immune type was established (IS-
TB type). To explore the association of IS-TB type and molecular alterations of HCC, 100 HCC samples
and adjacent non-tumor tissues from 100 patients were investigated by whole-exome sequencing.
Results: Tumor budding was an independent adverse prognostic factor for OS and DFS in both of the
training and validation cohorts (all P values <.05). The rate of high-grade tumor budding was signifi-
cantly higher in HCC with immature stroma (P < .001), strong α-SMA expression (P = .005), non-steatotic
tumors and non-fibrolamellar-HCC (P < .001). Additionally, tumor budding was related to both anti- and
pro-tumor immune responses. Patients were classified into immune type A and immune type
B according to the immune score. Based on tumor budding grade and immunotype, patients were
classified into four subgroups: ISA-TBhigh (type I), ISB-TBhigh (type II), ISA-TBlow (type III) and ISB-TBlow (type
IV). Patients with type III tumor had the best OS and DFS, whereas OS and DFS were the worst for cases
with type II tumor. TP53 mutation was more frequent in IS-TB type I (ISATBhigh) patients, while IS-TB type
IV (ISBTBlow) harbored high number of CTNNB1 mutation.
Conclusion: Tumor-immune cell interactions in HCC is heterogeneous. HCC classification based on
tumor budding and immune score correlates with patient survival and molecular alterations. The
defined subtypes may have significance for utilizing individualized treatment in patients with HCC.
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Background

Liver cancer is the fifth most common cancer and the second
most lethal cancer globally.1 The most common type of liver
cancer is hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Currently, the
tumor-node-metastasis (TNM) system is still the gold standard
for risk stratification of HCC patients for current management
regimes.2 However, recurrence and survival for patients with
HCC vary widely within each stage grouping.3–5 In addition to
the TNM staging, some histologic subtypes based on the World
Health Organization classification has classified patients into
distinguishing prognostic subgroups. However, the prognostic
value of the histologic types such as tumor grade (differentia-
tion) still remains unsatisfactory.6 In HCC, other alternative
grading system or histologic features should be established or
identified for estimation of patient outcome and therewith
therapeutic patient stratification.

Tumor budding, first introduced in colorectal tumors, was
defined as the presence of single tumor cell or small groups of

up to four tumor cells at the intratumoral area or invasive
front.7–11 In colorectal cancer, the Union of International
Cancer Control classified tumor budding as an “additional
prognostic indicator”.12 In addition to colorectal cancers,
tumor budding is also a novel prognostic indicator indepen-
dent of tumor stage and tumor grade in diverse types of
tumor including esophageal, gastric, bladder, lung and pan-
creatic tumors.11,13-19 However, the prognostic value of tumor
budding in HCC remains unknown. Tumor budding is
thought to be a reflection of epithelial–mesenchymal transi-
tion (EMT) process and it is featured by two malignant
characteristics, cellular discohesion, and active invasion.20,21

In addition, tumor budding phenotype showed constitutive
activation of the WNT signaling pathway, and the down-
stream molecule β-catenin was deemed as integral compo-
nents of EMT process.22

In addition, tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) signifi-
cantly correlate with patient outcome in multiple types of
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cancer including HCC.23-28 For example, in HCC, the pio-
neering studies demonstrated that CD8+ and CD45RO+
T-cell infiltration were independent favorable prognostic fac-
tors indicating patient survival.29,30 The tumor microenviron-
ment (TME) is crucial for the local progression of tumor cells,
since specific immune profiles may lead to the TME permis-
sible for single tumor cell invasion (tumor budding).31

However, previous studies usually reported tumor budding
and tumor-immune phenotype independently.19,32 A detailed
characterization of the TME integrating tumor- and host-
associated indicators may lead to the identification of novel
prognosis-relevant factors and pathways. Thus, in the present
study, we illustrated the prognostic role of tumor budding in
HCC and investigated whether tumor budding associated
with tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes. Additionally, we classi-
fied HCC patients into four subgroups based on tumor bud-
ding and immune score.

Patients and methods

Patient cohort and pathological examination

Four hundred and twenty-three HCC patients were entered
into this study. Details of patient identification from the total
cohort are shown in the supplementary materials. Patients
were treated by radical surgical resection at the West China
Hospital, Sichuan University between January 2009 and
December 2017. The details of study design and flow chart
are shown in Figure 1. Informed consent was obtained from
all patients. This study was also approved by the review board

committee of the West China Hospital. The surgical proce-
dure was performed as in our previous study.33 Patients were
randomly divided into training cohort (n = 212) and valida-
tion cohort (n = 211). Details regarding patient follow-up
after surgery are presented in the supplementary materials.

Tumor staging was carried out based on the Barcelona
Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) system and TNM staging system
(eighth). The Albumin-Bilirubin (ALBI) grade was used to
assess preoperative liver function in HCC cases.34 The histo-
logical subtypes and grades were determined according to the
WHO classification by two pathologists (Li W and Yuan KF).
The following pathological features were classified and
defined: grades of steatosis (Grade 0: absent or minimal,
Grade 1: <30%, Grade 2: 30–60%, Grade 3: >60%); tumor
differentiation (Grade I-IV: according to Edmondson-Steiner
grade); Pseudoglandular histological pattern (presence of
a pseudoglandular pattern, as defined by the World Health
Organization, in at least 20% of the tumor); Trabecular his-
tological pattern (presence of a trabecular pattern, as defined
by the World Health Organization, in at least 20% of the
tumor); fibrolamellar-HCC (cirrhotic subtype of HCC, as
defined by the World Health Organization). The stromal
maturity was defined based on previous literature.35

Tumor budding evaluation

Tumor budding was classified into Grade 1 (0–4), Grade 2
(5–9) and Grade 3 (≥10). In addition, cases with ≥10 buds
were defined as high-grade tumor budding, those with 0 to 9

Figure 1. Flowchart of the study design. Tumor budding was graded into grade 1 (0–4), grade 2 (5–9) and grade 3 (≥10). In addition, cases with ≥10 buds were
classified as high-grade tumor budding, those with 0 to 9 buds were classified as low-grade tumor budding. HCC-specific pathological patterns were also confirmed
in Hematoxylin-eosin-stained slides. Eleven immune biomarkers were stained by immunohistochemistry. Moreover, α-SMA and EMT markers including E-cadherin and
vimentin were stained. Whole exome sequencing was performed in one hundred pairs of tumoral and non-tumoral samples.
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buds were defined as low-grade tumor budding.19,36 Tumor
budding has been evaluated according to the International
Tumor Budding Consensus Conference (ITBCC) method.11

Two experienced pathologists (Li W and Yuan KF) indepen-
dently searched all slides throughout at low magnification. We
selected the “hotspot” area method (which is considered to be
the most useful method for evaluating tumor budding in
colorectal tumor) to estimate the number of tumor budding.
Tumor buds in this area (intratumoral or at the invasive
front) were counted at 20x magnification (field area
0.785 mm2). The inter-observer agreement was evaluated by
the intra-class correlation coefficient for the number of buds
and Kappa statistic (κ) for categorical counts. An example of
tumor budding is shown in Figure S1.

Immunohistochemistry and hematoxylin-eosin staining

Hematoxylin-eosin (HE) and Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
staining were done as described in Supplementary methods.
Based on findings of previous studies,32,37,38 11 types of
immune biomarkers were selected for IHC staining: pan
T cells (CD3), B cells (CD20), memory T cells (CD45RO),
cytotoxic T cells (CD8), naive T cells (CD45RA), natural killer
cells (CD57), mast cells (tryptase), macrophages (CD68), reg-
ulatory T cells (FOXP3), PD1+ immune cells and PD-L1+
immune cells. In addition, we used α-SMA, a fibroblast acti-
vation marker, to represent fibrotic stroma activity. EMT
markers including E-cadherin and vimentin were stained.
The details of the primary antibodies for IHC staining are
shown in Table S1. The procedurals of cell quantitation are
shown in the Supplementary materials.

Whole exome sequencing

After extraction of genomic tumoral and non-tumoral DNA
from frozen samples using a Promega Maxwell® Instrument
with the Maxwell® 16 System DNA Purification Kit. DNA was
quantitated using Hoechst dyes and a microplate reader. The
detailed process for enrichment of individual genomic DNA
(gDNA) sample libraries is shown in Supplementary materials
(using SureSelect XT Target Enrichment System). After qua-
lifying libraries of tumor and non-tumor tissues, they were
sequenced by SureSelectXT Human All Exon V6 (target size
60 Mb, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) and paired-end sequencing
was carried out on a Illumina HiSeq X Ten, PE150 with 2 ×
150 base pairs (bp) read length. Raw data and base calls were
processed using standard Illumina Miseq Reporter software
(version 2.5.1). The downstream data analysis was done on
the resulting Illumina FASTQ files. The reads were aligned on
human hg19 genome reference utilizing BWA version 0.7.5a
and bam files were generated using samtools v1.3.

Statistical analysis

Categorical variables are shown as number (%) and tested by
Chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test. Continuous variables are
shown as mean ± SD and examined by t-test or Kruskal–Wallis
test. The time of disease-free survival (DFS) was calculated
from the date of hepatectomy to the date of the first recurrence,

death or the last follow-up. Overall survival (OS) was defined as
the time from liver resection to the last follow-up (January 1,
2019) or death. The survival data were compared by the log-
rank test.

Immune cells in tumor stroma were more prognosis-
relevant than immune cells in tumor core (data not
shown), thus immune cell count in the stroma was utilized
to build the immune score. We utilized the LASSO COX
model to identify the most significant prognostic parameters
out of 11 features for lymphocytes (CD3, CD20, CD8,
CD45RO, CD45RA, CD57, CD68, FOXP3, Tryptase, PD1
and PD-L1), and then constructed a classifier according to
multiple immune parameters for predicting DFS in the train-
ing cohort. The R package “glmnet” was selected to carry out
the LASSO COX analyses. The interaction test was used to
examine the influence of each stratified factor on the rela-
tionship between immune score and patient prognosis.
Besides, two nomograms integrating clinical parameters
and immune type were constructed based on outcomes
from the multivariate COX analyses. We adjusted for vari-
ables which changed HR or β more than 10% when they were
removed from or added to the models.39 In addition, we also
adjusted clinically clear prognostic indicators which did not
meet this condition. Covariates included in the COX models
were sex, age, HBV infection, HBV-DNA level, alpha feto-
protein (AFP) level, BCLC stage, ALBI grade, microvascular
invasion (MVI), tumor differentiation, and tumor budding
and immune score type. Calibration plots were also con-
structed to determine the performance features of the mod-
els. The discriminative abilities of the models were evaluated
by the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). Harrell
index of concordance (C-index) was also calculated to com-
pare the accuracy of the predictive models. All statistical
analysis was carried out by R 3.4.3 (http ://www.
R-project.org).

Results

Patient characteristics and pathological examination

The clinicopathologic features of HCC patients in the two
cohorts are shown in Table 1. There was a male predomi-
nance (83.5%), with main risk factor being hepatitis B virus
infection (85.6%). High AFP levels (≥400 ng/ml) were found
in 39.2% of the cases. The mean tumor size was 6.1 ± 3.7
(mean ± SD) cm and 78.3% of patients had single tumors.
Distinct tumor stages were included with early (BCLC A,
79.2%) as well as intermediate (BCLC B, 20.8%) tumors.

There were 285 (67.7%) and 136 (32.3%) cases of well
(Edmondson grade I-II) and poorly (Edmondson grade III-
IV) differentiated tumors, respectively. Areas with thin, mod-
erate and thick trabecular histological architectural patterns
were identified in 33 (7.8%), 64 (15.1%) and 77 (18.2%) of
the tumors. Pseudoglandular and fibrolamellar-HCC were
observed in 61 (14.4%) and 27 (6.4%) of tumors. Grade 1, 2
and 3 steatosis were found in 68 (16.1%), 47 (11.1%) and 82
(19.4%) of tumors. Finally, grade 1, 2 and 3 tumor budding
were identified in 160 (37.8%), 111 (26.2%) and 152 (35.9%)
patients, respectively. Baseline clinicopathologic characteristics
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between training and validation cohorts showed no significant
difference (Table 1).

Tumor budding and patient survival

The representative HE images of grade 1–3 tumor budding
are shown in Figure 2(a–c). In univariate analyses (Table S2
and S3), no significances in OS and DFS were observed in
grade 1 and grade 2 groups, thus we integrated grade 1 and 2
tumor budding subgroups into one group (low grade).
Survival analyses were performed to compare the OS and
DFS between low grade and high grade (grade 3) groups.
The results demonstrated that patients with low-grade tumor
budding showed better OS and DFS compared to those with
high-grade tumor budding in both trainings (Figure 2(d–e))
and validation (Figure 2(g–h)) cohorts. In the training cohort,
the 3-year OS rate for patients with low or high tumor bud-
ding was 80.3% and 53.8%, respectively, and the 3-year DFS

rate was 67.8% and 47.4%, respectively. In the validation
cohort, 3-year OS and DFS rates for cases with low-grade
tumor budding were also significantly higher than they were
for cases with high-grade budding (OS: 84.2% vs. 58.4%; DFS:
70.2% vs. 48.4%). After adjusting confounding factors shown
in Figure 2(f,i) tumor budding was an independent prognostic
indicator for both OS and DFS in training (OS: hazard ratio,
1.60; 95% CI, 1.29–1.99; DFS: hazard ratio, 1.46; 95% CI,
1.18–1.80) and validation (OS: hazard ratio, 1.64; 95% CI,
1.32–2.05; DFS: hazard ratio, 1.50; 95% CI, 1.21–1.86) cohorts.

Tumor budding and clinicopathologic characteristics

Clinical features including age, sex, AFP level, tumor stage,
background liver cirrhosis, and MVI showed no significant
differences between high and low-grade tumor budding groups
(Table S4). In Figure S2 and Figure 3(a), we showed the repre-
sentative HE images of different pathologic patterns including

Table 1. Clinicopathologic characteristics of patients.

Variable Total cohort (n = 423) Training cohort (n = 212) Validation cohort (n = 211) P-value*

Age, years 51.0 ± 12.2 51.0 ± 11.9 51.0 ± 12.6 0.959
Gender 0.198
Male 353 (83.5%) 172 (81.1%) 181 (85.8%)
Female 70 (16.5%) 40 (18.9%) 30 (14.2%)

HBV infection 0.323
Negative 61 (14.4%) 27 (12.7%) 34 (16.1%)
Positive 362 (85.6%) 185 (87.3%) 177 (83.9%)

AFP, ng/mL 0.152
<400 257 (60.8%) 136 (64.2%) 121 (57.3%)
≥400 166 (39.2%) 76 (35.8%) 90 (42.7%)

Tumor size, cm 6.1 ± 3.7 6.0 ± 3.6 6.2 ± 3.8 0.736
Tumor number 0.464
Single 331 (78.3%) 169 (79.7%) 162 (76.8%)
Multiple 92 (21.7%) 43 (20.3%) 49 (23.2%)

ALBI score −2.8 ± 0.4 −2.8 ± 0.4 −2.8 ± 0.3 0.934
AJCC-TNM Stage 0.674
Stage I 238 (56.3%) 120 (56.6%) 118 (55.9%)
Stage II 136 (32.2%) 65 (30.7%) 71 (33.6%)
Stage III 49 (11.6%) 27 (12.7%) 22 (10.4%)

BCLC Classification 0.614
A 335 (79.2%) 170 (80.2%) 165 (78.2%)
B 88 (20.8%) 42 (19.8%) 46 (21.8%)

MVI 0.540
No 301 (71.2%) 148 (69.8%) 153 (72.5%)
Yes 122 (28.8%) 64 (30.2%) 58 (27.5%)

Tumor differentiation 0.117
Grade I-II 285 (67.7%) 136 (64.2%) 149 (71.3%)
Grade III-IV 136 (32.3%) 76 (35.8%) 60 (28.7%)

Pseudoglandular structure 0.323
No 362 (85.6%) 185 (87.3%) 177 (83.9%)
Yes 61 (14.4%) 27 (12.7%) 34 (16.1%)

Trabecular structure 0.784
None 249 (58.9%) 122 (57.5%) 127 (60.2%)
Thin 33 (7.8%) 15 (7.1%) 18 (8.5%)
Moderate 64 (15.1%) 33 (15.6%) 31 (14.7%)
Thick 77 (18.2%) 42 (19.8%) 35 (16.6%)

Steatosis 0.279
None 226 (53.4%) 116 (54.7%) 110 (52.1%)
Grade 1 68 (16.1%) 27 (12.7%) 41 (19.4%)
Grade 2 47 (11.1%) 24 (11.3%) 23 (10.9%)
Grade 3 82 (19.4%) 45 (21.2%) 37 (17.5%)

Fibrolamellar-HCC 0.542
No 396 (93.6%) 200 (94.3%) 196 (92.9%)
Yes 27 (6.4%) 12 (5.7%) 15 (7.1%)

Tumor budding 0.283
Grade 1 160 (37.8%) 87 (41.0%) 73 (34.6%)
Grade 2 111 (26.2%) 56 (26.4%) 55 (26.1%)
Grade 3 152 (35.9%) 69 (32.5%) 83 (39.3%)

HBV, hepatitis b virus; AFP, alpha fetoprotein; ALBI, albumin-bilirubin; AJCC, American Joint Committee on Cancer; BCLC, Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer; MVI,
microvascular invasion.*, P values were generated by comparing data of the training and validation cohorts.
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tumor architectural pattern, stromal features, and EMT-related
markers. As expected, high-grade tumor budding was signifi-
cantly associated with high vimentin (P = .002) and low
E-cadherin (P = .005) expressions (Figure 3(b)). Interestingly,
the rate of high-grade tumor budding was significantly higher in
tumors with immature stroma (P < .001) and strong α-SMA
expression (P = .005) (Figure 3(c)). In addition, high-
grade tumor budding was most frequently identified in non-
steatotic tumors (P < .001) (Figure 3(d)). Fibrolamellar-HCC
exhibited less frequent high-grade tumor budding than
other tumors (P < .001) (Figure 3(d)). However, tumor budding
was not related to tumor differentiation (P = .344), pseudogland-
ular (P = .954) and trabecular pathologic patterns (P = .799)
(Figure 3(d)).

Tumor budding and immune cell markers

Infiltration of most immune cell types was positively corre-
lated (Figure S3). A heat-map graphical representation of the
main immune cell infiltration linked to different tumor bud-
ding grades (grade 1–3) is provided in Figure 3(e). High-grade
tumor budding was significantly correlated with high stromal

CD8+ (P = .002), CD20+ (P = .009), CD45RO+ (P = .003) and
CD45RA+ (P = .026) lymphocyte infiltration (Figure 4(g)).
Noticeably, high-grade tumor budding was also positively
correlated with PD1+ (P < .001) and CD68+ (P < .001)
immune cells. Whereas there was no correlation between
tumor budding and tumoral CD3+ immune cell infiltration
(P = .776), tumoral CD57+ lymphocyte infiltration (P = .165),
tumoral FOXP3+ lymphocyte infiltration (P = .511), tumoral
PD-L1+ immune cell infiltration (P = .778) and tumoral mast-
cell infiltration (P = .939) (Figure 4(m)). The representative
images of the 11 types of immune cells were presented in
Figure 4(a–f) and Figure 4(h–l).

Classification of HCC based on tumor budding and
immune score (IS-TB type)

LASSO COX was used to establish a prognostic score for DFS in
the training group, which combined five parameters (CD8stromal,
PD-L1stromal, Mast-cellstromal, CD68stromal, and FOXP3stromal) out
of the 11 types of immune markers (Figure S4). Utilizing the
coefficients from the LASSO COX analyses, a formula was
established to calculate for a single patient (Figure S4a–b). On

Figure 2. Representative images of grade 1–3 tumor budding and the prognostic role of tumor budding in training and validation cohorts. (a–c), Representative
images of grade 1–3 tumor budding. (d), Survival analysis comparing overall survival (OS) between tumor budding (TB)-grade-high and TB-grade-low groups in the
training cohort. (e), Disease-free survival (DFS) analyses in the training cohort. (f), the forest map showed that TB was an adverse prognostic factor for both OS and
DFS in the training cohort after adjusting confounding factors. (g–h), Survival analysis comparing OS (G) and DFS (H) between tumor TB-grade-high and TB-grade-low
groups in the validation cohort. (i), the forest map showed that TB was an adverse prognostic factor for both OS and DFS in the validation cohort. AFP, alpha
fetoprotein; HBV, hepatitis-B virus; ALBI, albumin-bilirubin; BCLC, Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer staging system; MVI, microvascular invasion.
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the basis of the Z-score of the personalized levels of the five
parameters, the immunoscore is = (−0.25 × CD8stromal) + (0.03 ×
PD-L1stromal) + (0.01 × Mast-cellstromal) + (0.21 × CD68stromal) +
(0.20 × FOXP3stromal). With a median value of 0.04 as the cutoff
value, we classified patients into immune type A and immune
type B groups. As shown in Figure S4d–e and S4g–h, cases in
immune type A group showed significantly better DFS and OS
than those in immune type B group in both of the training and
validation cohorts. AUCs were calculated to examine the pre-
dictive value of the immunoscore. As shown in Figure S4c, S4f,
S4i and S4J, the immune score had good predictive ability in
both cohorts. Additionally, in multivariable models classified by

clinicopathologic characteristics, the salutary effects of immune
type A on OS (Figure S5) and DFS (Figure S6) were found to
be consistent across all the subgroups (all interaction
P values > .05).

According to tumor budding grade and immune type of
tumors, we classified patients into four subgroups: ISA-TBhigh
(type I), ISB-TBhigh (type II), ISA-TBlow (type III) and ISB-
TBlow (type IV). In the training cohort, the survival analyses
showed that patients with type III tumor had the best OS and
DFS, while OS and DFS were the worst for cases with type II
tumor (Figure 5(a–b)). Similar results were observed in the
validation cohort (Figure 5(c–d)). Multivariable COX

Figure 3. Associations of tumor budding with pathological and immune features. (a) representative images of E-cadherin, vimentin, α-SMA and stromal maturity. (b)
Associations of tumor budding with E-cadherin and vimentin expressions (E-cadherin and vimentin were divided into high and low groups by the median values of
expression levels). (c) Associations of tumor budding with stromal features including α-SMA expression and tumor maturity. (d) Associations of tumor budding with
HCC pathological patterns including pseudoglandular, trabecular, steatotic, cirrhotic-HCC and tumor differentiation. (e) the heat map shows the main immune cell
infiltrations linked to tumor budding grade. PDL1-I, PDL1-immune cells.
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Figure 4. Associations of tumor budding with immune cell infiltrations. (a–f) representative images of CD3, CD8, CD20, CD45RO, CD45RA, and CD57. (g) Associations
of tumor budding grade with expressions of CD3, CD8, CD20, CD45RO, CD45RA and CD57 in the tumor samples. (h–l), representative images of FOXP3, PD-L1, PD1,
CD68 and mast cells. (m) Associations of tumor budding grade with expressions of FOXP3, PD-L1, PD1, CD68 and mast cells.
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regression analysis of relevant clinical variables and IS-TB
type revealed that IS-TB type was an independent prognostic
factor for OS and DFS in the training cohort (Table 2). Given
the similar survival of type I and type IV, we grouped the two
types together for multivariable analyses.

We developed two nomograms integrating the IS-TB type
and clinicopathologic risk variables (Table 2) to predict the
probability of 1-, 3- and 5-year DFS (Figure S7(a)) and OS
(Figure S7(d)) in cases with HCC. The predictive accuracy
(1-, 3-, 5-year AUC) of the nomogram for DFS in the

training and validation cohort is shown in Figure S7(b)
and S7c. The C-index for OS and DFS prediction in the
training cohort was 0.74 (95% confidence interval,
0.68–0.80) and 0.74 (95% confidence interval, 0.69–0.79),
respectively. The C-index for OS and DFS prediction in the
validation group was 0.75 (95% confidence interval,
0.70–0.81) and 0.75 (95% confidence interval, 0.70–0.79),
respectively. The predictive ability was confirmed in the
validation cohort (Figure S7(e–f)). Calibration curves
showed that the models performed well when compared to
the performance of the ideal models in both cohorts (Figure
S8). The nomograms also had better predictive ability in
both cohorts in comparison with the TNM (8th) and BCLC
staging systems (Figure S9).

Associations between IS-TB type and molecular
alterations

We performed cluster analysis of the data derived from 100
patients who received whole-exome sequencing (Figure S10)
from our cohort. We classified patients into four groups based
on IS-TB type. A heat-map showing the main pathological,
immune and mutational features linked to IS-TB type is
provided in Figure 6. Interestingly, associations were observed
between molecular mutations and IS-TB type. TP53 mutation

Figure 5. Survival analyses comparing the overall and disease-free survival among four HCC subgroups classified by IS-TB type. (a) overall survival in the training
cohort. (b) disease-free survival in the training cohort. (c) overall survival in the validation cohort. (d) disease-free survival in the validation cohort.

Table 2. Multivariable analysis in the training cohort.

Variables in the final model HR 95%CI P

Overall survival
HBV infection, yes vs. no 1.62 0.83–3.16 0.161
MVI, yes vs. no 2.02 1.28–3.17 0.002
IS-TB type

Type II vs. type I and IV 3.07 1.83–5.13 < 0.001
Type III vs. type I and IV 0.50 0.29–0.87 0.013

Disease-free survival
MVI, yes vs. no 2.01 1.42–2.85 < 0.001
AFP level, ≥400 ng/ml vs. < 400 ng/ml 1.56 1.12–2.19 0.009
Tumor differentiation, grade III-IV vs. grade I-II 1.43 1.01–2.03 0.045
IS-TB type

Type II vs. type I and IV 2.06 1.38–3.07 < 0.001
Type III vs. type I and IV 0.60 0.40–0.91 0.015

HBV, hepatitis b virus; MVI, microvascular invasion; ALBI, albumin-bilirubin; AFP,
alpha fetoprotein; HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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was more frequent in IS-TB type I (ISATBhigh) patients. In
addition, there is a higher incidence of patients in IS-TB type
I showing high total mutation count. IS-TB type I also exhib-
ited high level of pseudoglandular pathological pattern, high
level of CD8+ immune cell, and low levels of CD68+ and PD-
L1+ immune cells. Especially, IS-TB type IV (ISBTBlow) har-
bored high number of CTNNB1 mutation. Meanwhile, it
exhibited high levels of well-differentiated tumor, pseudo-
glandular pathological pattern, mature stroma and low level
of α-SMA expression. As described above, IS-TB type II (ISB
TBhigh) and III (ISATBlow) had the worst and best long-term
prognosis, respectively. However, both total mutation count
and the most frequent mutated molecules showed similar
patterns between two groups, which indicated that IS-TB
type, not the mutation features, could stratify patients with
distinct risks. The immune infiltrate in IS-TB type II was
dominated by CD68+ macrophages and PD-L1+ lymphocytes

with low level of CD8 + T cells. In contrast, IS-TB type II
exhibited relatively low levels of CD68+ macrophages and
PD-L1+ immune cells, while a higher level of CD8 + T cells.

Discussion

Risk evaluation and treatment allocation for HCC cases are in
need of improvement. A growing evidence shows that the
TME contributes to tumor differentiation, proliferation, and
distant metastasis.40 In this study, the two promising candi-
date prognostic indicators involve two different aspects of the
TME: tumor budding and the immunoscore. Tumor budding
appears to indicate an aggressive phenotype of tumors, while
the immune score reflects the diversity of immune response in
the TME. The present study reveals relationships linking
tumor budding and patient prognosis, pathological features,

Figure 6. Summary of the molecular, immune and pathological characteristics in the 100 patients receiving whole-exome sequencing. Patients were clustered based
on IS-TB types.
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and immune cell infiltrations. In addition, according to tumor
budding grade and immune type, HCC patients could be
classified into distinct subgroups (IS-TB type) related to dif-
ferent prognosis and molecular alterations.

Tumor budding, independent of tumor grade, MVI, and
other pathological parameters, was an adverse prognostic
factor in HCC. Tumor budding is previously studied in
other types of tumor, especially in colorectal cancer.8 This is
the first study demonstrating tumor budding as an adverse
prognostic factor in patients with HCC. Moreover, tumor
budding was associated with EMT markers and had higher
incidences in patients with non-steatotic, non-fibrolamellar-
HCC, stromal active (high α-SMA expression) and immature
tumors. A link between tumor budding and EMT makers
(E-cadherin and vimentin) confirmed the hypothesis that
tumor budding may represent the EMT process. Tumor bud-
ding numbers were distinct in specific pathological types and
stroma patterns indicated that both of the tumor cell biologi-
cal behavior and stroma phenotype would impact on the
metastatic process of HCC.31,41

The role of the immune milieu of HCC as a prognostic
feature is also only starting to emerge. Multiple immunosup-
pressive mechanisms are engaged in HCC.31,42 In this study,
immune score integrated five types of immune cells (CD68+,
CD8+, FOXP3+, mast cell, and PD-L1+) in HCC could pre-
dict patient survival efficiently (Figure S4). In the present
study, we have linked macrophages, mast cells and Tregs to
poor DFS and OS, which is consistent with other studies in
HCC.43–45 On the contrary, CD8 + T cells were related to
a prolonged DFS and OS. This is also in accordance with
previous observations that CD8 + T cells were the main force
of anti-tumoral immunity.31 The interaction and relationship
between tumor budding and tumor immune responses are
rarely explored. In this study, we have demonstrated that
tumor budding was associated with several types of immune
cell infiltration in HCC patients, and tumor budding grade
was related to both anti- (e.g., CD8 + T cells) and pro-tumor
(e.g. CD68+ macrophages) immune responses. Consistently,
our IS-TB type based on immune score and tumor budding
indicated that a portion of HCC patients had high-grade
tumor budding but limited anti-tumor immune responses (IS-
TB type II). Consequently, cases within IS-TB type II showed
the worst long-term survival. In contrast, cases with low-grade
tumor budding and strong immune responses (immune type
A) were grouped into IS-TB type III, which had the best OS
and DFS. This theory was also supported by the study of Lugli
and colleagues.46 They found that high lymphocyte to tumor
budding ratio was a good prognostic factor in patients with
colorectal tumor. Lang-Schwarz, et al. also reported that the
integration of both TILs and tumor budding could predict
long-term prognosis in colorectal cancer.47 Our results pro-
vide a rationale for the pathological evaluation of the TME in
addition to the current pathological classifications of HCC.

In this study, we observed that IS-TB type can better define
the long-term prognosis of HCC cases, and better identify
cases at high risk of recurrence regardless of mutation status.
Patients with IS-TB type III and type II had the best and worst
survival outcome, respectively. In comparison, in some other
tumor types such as melanoma, mutational load was

correlated with the degree of survival benefit.48 In the present
study, nomograms integrating information of IS-TB type,
AFP level (DFS), HBV infection (OS), MVI and tumor
grade (DFS) were developed, and the models showed better
prognostic abilities than BCLC or TNM stages alone in both
of the training and validation groups. Consequently, the
nomograms provide clinicians with a more reliable tool for
better prediction of HCC survival.

IS-TB type was associated with HCC molecular alterations
(Figure 6). TP53 (mainly within IS-TB type I) and CTNNB1
(mainly within IS-TB type IV) mutation in HCC dominated
two distinct HCC phenotypes, associated with different
immune and pathological characteristics. We found that
CTNNB1 mutation was associated with impaired anti-tumor
immunity (immune type B). Spranger et al. showed that
activated β-catenin signaling pathway could defect the anti-
tumoral immunity by impairing the recruitment of dendritic
cells to the TME.49 In human metastatic melanoma, research-
ers also found a relationship between activation of the WNT/
β-catenin pathway and absence of a T-cell gene expression
landscape.49,50 In addition, we observed that CTNNB1
mutated tumors were well differentiated, with pseudoglandu-
lar pattern, mature stroma, and low α-SMA (fibroblast activa-
tion protein) expression. As reported previously,41 CTNNB1
mutations activating β-catenin are oncogenic driver muta-
tions related to a specific HCC subtype presented in well-
differentiated tumors with pseudoglandular pattern and other
specific pathological features. In this study, we revealed the
relationship of CTNNB1 mutation and tumor-stromal fea-
tures in HCC firstly. In addition to CTNNB1, TP53 repre-
sented another HCC phenotype in this study. TP53 mutation
was poorly differentiated and with thick-trabecular pattern.
These observations were also consistent with previous study.41

The development of anti-tumoral immunity is believed to
be conditioned by the number of tumor neoantigens which
represent mutated peptides.51 Based on this overall hypoth-
esis, we found that patients with immune type A and high-
grade tumor budding (IS-TB type I) had the highest incidence
of total mutation count. However, we have also observed that
a portion of HCC with robust anti-tumor immune responses
did not harbor a high mutation count (IS-TB type III), which
indicated that gene mutation alone cannot completely explain
the anti-tumoral immune responses in HCC.

There were limitations in this study. First, IBTCC method
was a standardized assessment method for patients with col-
orectal cancers, its applicability in HCC should be validated
by further studies. Second, we counted immune cells and
tumor budding within both the invasive margin and the
tumor tissues to reflect a whole landscape of HCC immune
cell infiltration. However, the number and types of immune
cells and tumor budding in the tumor core and invasive
margin may exist distinct significance for tumor treatment
and prognostic prediction.

Altogether, we report five major observations: first, we
have shown significant relations between tumor budding
and patient prognosis; second, tumor budding was associated
with specific pathological patterns and immune cell infiltra-
tions in HCC; third, the IS-TB type based on immune score
and tumor budding was an independent prognostic factor,
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integrating IS-TB type and other clinical parameters could
predict patient prognosis efficiently; fourth, IS-TB type was
correlated with HCC molecular alterations; fifth, TP53
(mainly corresponds to IS-TB type I) and CTNNB1 (mainly
corresponds to IS-TB type IV) mutation in HCC constituted
two distinct HCC phenotypes, associated with distinct
immune and pathological features. This study can serve as
a reference for further researches on the prognostic signifi-
cance of the interplay between different cell types (e.g., tumor
cell and immune cell) within the heterogeneous TME of HCC
patients. Our results should be validated in distinct clinical
conditions, for instance, in advanced tumors with only biopsy
samples.
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